
VenetoTrailO 2019
BULLETIN 

PreO – Italian Cup 2019 – CHIS Cup
Saturday 25 May 2019, San Zenone degli Ezzelini 

MAP: laser print in scale 1:4000 of a map ISSOM 1:5000 contour interval 2.5m, updated in 2019.
CLASSES: Open Elite, Paralympics and Beginners (Esordienti)
ZERO TOLERANCE  The Zero tolerance is 4m,  no other conditions. In the Beginners class there are no Zero
answers.
TIME MEASUREMENT: The time of the competition will be recorded using Sportident.
PUNCHING: Manual punching. The competitor can use his own puncher. Punchers will be available at the CC.
FIRST START:  at 15.00
The timed station is 1.3 km from the CC, path marked. Start order following the start list published and hung at
the event center. For the paralympic athletes there will be a transportation service from the CC to a parking 150m
from the timed station.
TIMED STATION
There is one timed station at the start of the competition, with 3 tasks and 6 flags for Elite, 2 tasks and 6 flags for
beginners. No Zero Answers. Maps are loose, realized with TiM application.
PROCEDURE:
At the station a bunch of maps will  be given to the competitor; the official will  declaim:  “Five flags, ALPHA -
BRAVO - CHARLIE - DELTA - ECHO –  – FOXTROT The time starts now!”. Only at that moment the competitor
will be allowed to turn the maps and answer to the first and second question. You can't look at the second map
before answering to the first question and you can't look back at the first map once you have seen the second. 
The time limit for each station is 90 seconds for Elite, and 60 for Beginners.  10” before the deadline the judge
will warn the competitor by saying: “10 seconds”
ANSWERING MODE:
The answers should be expressed by voice. If you'd like to answer by putting a finger on the chosen letter mark,
you must clearly inform the judges after you've just reached the station. Answers must be clear and expressed by
using the international alphabet (Alpha, Bravo, Charlie, Delta, Echo) or by keeping a finger on the stand for an
appropriate time 
START:  The start is 400m from the timed station. The competitor will clear his SICard, and when told, will punch
the start station.
COURSE DATA:
Class Length Controls Climb Time limits Point of view colour
Open Elite/Paralympic 1100 20 5 m. 90’ (100’ Paralympic) Cyan
Beginners 700m 8 5 m. 45’ (60’ Paralympic) Green

 
Elite/Paralympic Course: the course has two sections, with an intermediate stop and start. First section is 600m
and 6 points, the second section is 500m and 14 points. The intermediate start is 300 from the stop, 10m of climb,
mandatory path. At the end of the firsr section all the points of the first part must be punched (there is a check of
the card). Apart from this constraint,  the punching order is free.  Only the main paths is allowed (brown color). In
some paths there are uncrossable points marked on the terrain and on the map with a red bar. The points AZ
have their point of view.

FINISH
At the finish the competitor should punch the finish station. Then he/she can come back to the CC (1.4 km) using
the same path, and then following the signs at the junctions. Please keep silent in order to not disturb the other
competitors still in competition. 
PRIZE-GIVING CEREMONY: Around 18.00 
Best 3 competitors of each class (Open Elite, Paralympics, Beginners) will be rewarded. Moreover the “Memorial
Lunardon” Trophy will be assigned to the best classified Italian competitor in Elite/Paralympic course.

Jury:  Michele Cera, Krešo Keresteš, Piergiorgio Zancanaro.

For everything else the international and national rules are effective.

The organisers wish you an enjoyable competition!


